This paper outlines a general theory whose object is to provide a basis from which all the equilibrium and dynamical properties of liquids can be investigated.
I n t r o d u c t io n
It has been said th at there exists no general theory of liquids because it is impossible to utilize the simplifying conditions either of the kinetic theory of gases (Chapman & Cowling 1939) where the density is small, or of the theory of solids (Born 1923) where a high degree of spatial order may be assumed. Yet a mathematical formula tion of the problem should be possible, without making such an assumption, since only the general laws of mechanics and statistics are involved; though the solution itself may be extremely difficult.
In the following we shall give a set of equations which describe not only the equilibrium of a statistical assembly of molecules-this could be done equally well by the methods of statistical mechanics-but also the dynamical properties. Our method consists of the introduction of not a single distribution function, as in the kinetic theory of gases, but a complete set of such functions for singlets, doublets, triplets, etc., of molecules in the assembly, and depending not only on position and velocity, but also on higher derivatives with respect to the time.
The latter are eliminated with the help of the equations of motion. The only previous publications known to us where this device is employed are due to A. Vlasov (1945) , but his work can be regarded only as in the right direction, as it is rendered unconvincing by the introduction of certain arbitrary approximations at an early stage. The idea of multiple distribution functions is also not entirely new; for ex ample, the investigation of the scattering of X-rays by liquids has led to the intro duction of the so-called radial distribution function, which is a special case of our second-order distribution functions. In the theory of the Brownian motion, another kind of multiform distribution function, representing the correlation of events a t different times, has also been introduced quite recently (Ming Chen Wang & Uhlenbeck 1945) .
In the present first part, we give only the definitions and fundamental equations of the theory, but we indicate how Boltzmann's gas theory follows as a special case, and how Kirkwood's derivation of the radial distribution function for 'rigid spherical molecules' (Kirkwood & Boggs 1942) can be generalized for an arbitrary potential between the molecules. A more detailed investigation of the integral equation ob tained by this latter method will be left to P art II of this series. The equilibrium solution which results may then be made the foundation of a theory of viscosity, thermal conduction, self-diffusion, etc., for the liquid state.
We consider an assembly of N molecules confined within a volume F. We specify the position of the rth molecule by the vector x(r), its velocity by its acceleration by Y j( r ) , its rate of acceleration by £(r), etc h We denote by nh{t, x(1), x(2), ..., x(h)) II dxW ) the probability th at h distinct molecules, 1= 1 which for convenience we number 1,2,..., h ,occupy volum dx(h\ located a t x(1),x (2), ..., x(/l), respectively at time t. We shall often abbreviate nh(t, x(1), x(2), ..., x(A )) to nh(t, x), or even to nh, the variables being sufficiently indicated by the suffix. In our notation, nx is simply the number density, and n2jn\ the radial distribution function of the molecular assembly in isotropic conditions. In the same way an acceleration distribution function gh(t, x, yj) may be defined satisfying r(W r h
and, further, a rate-of-acceleration distribution function satisfying an analogous equation, etc. There exist also formulae connecting distribution functions of the same kind, but with different values of h; it is obvious, for example, from the definitions, that Jre,,+1«,x)rfx'*+11 = (N -h) nh(t, x), (2-3)
and similar relations must hold between the gh's and higher distribution functions.
T h ;e e q u a t io n s o f c o n t i n u i t y
The equations of continuity are derived from the requirement th at the probability of any molecule occupying the volume element x(i), a t time t must be the limit of the sum, over all values of of the probability of the same molecule having velocity and position x(i) -at time t -St. Thus P 'fAl t-St,x-% St,% )U.d% m = nh(t,x). (3-1)
Subtracting from equation (2-1), we obtain
where
is the average velocity of the ith molecule in a group of h molecules whose positions are specified. For h = 1, (3-3) is the ordinary equation of continuity for a stat assembly.
By precisely similar reasoning, we obtain for §A dt
is the mean acceleration of the ith molecule in a group of h molecules with given positions and velocities, the positions and velocities of the other molecules remaining unspecified. Plainly gh and the distribution functions for higher accelerations will all satis equations similar to (3*3) and (3*5).
T h e e q u a t io n s o f m o t io n
Let 0 denote the potential energy of the entire assembly; we shall suppose, for convenience, th at it can be expressed in the form f d s r , (4-i) z r,s= 1 where <j)irs) = <f>(x{r\ x(s)) is the mutual potential energy of two molecules at x(r) and x(s). When the intermolecular forces are central forces, 0(rs) will depend only on the distance | xw -x(r) | between two molecules. In the sequel we assume this, and th a t the molecules are all alike; but there is always an easy generalization in case these conditions are not fulfilled.
The acceleration of a molecule a t x(r) is given by
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in the absence of external forces, where m is the common mass of the molecules. Also 1 N m s] t i y 0x(< )/ 9x(r) * (4-3)
Hence we find the following expression for the mean acceleration Y )(i), alternative to (3-6):
When we substitute this expression in (3-5), we obtain 3/ft , t jfh dt i=i0x^>
By making use of (4-3) and similar formulae, equations similar to (4-5) are easily derived for gh and the higher acceleration distribution functions. The equations (4-5) for h = 1,2 ,..., determine th efh,all except the last of which involve the solution of the next equatio The solution of these equations may therefore be effected either by commencing at the last equation and working backwards, or by using an approximate expression for f h+1 in terms of f h. One such approximation results from the assumption th at only binary encounters between the molecules need be considered, and the con sequences of this assumption are examined in Appendix I, where it is shown th at the equation (4*5) then reduces to the familiar Boltzmann equation of the kinetic theory of gases. Plainly a valid theory of the liquid state can never be founded on this particular basis, but there exists an alternative approximation which can be employed with far greater confidence. This is fz / w w ® (4-6) f expressing that the relative probability v ( 3 ) ? ( 1 2 ) of the occurrence of a molecule x(3) J1 J 2 £(3) in conjunction with two others should be the product of the relative probabilities
and of the occurrence of the same molecule in conjunction with each oi m i " ,w * the others separately.
T h e e q u a t io n s o p e q u i l i b r i u m
From the fundamental equations (4*5) for the f h, we now endeavour to find the equilibrium solution by substituting ^ = 0. I t is known from statistical mechanics th at the solution must be of the form 3h m \ 2 h= n{ m r ) exp{" which completes the formal solution.
The evaluation of the integrals (5*4) and (5-5) is, however, so comphcated for any but the simplest forms of potential th at it seems preferable, for practical pur poses, to make immediate use of (5-2) when h is small, in conjunction with some relation such as (4-6), which now reduces to n\nz = n^n^n^.
(5*6) This is equivalent to the 'superposition approximation' which has been examined and used by Kirkwood & Boggs (1942) . When (5-6) is substituted in equation (5*2), we find, after some analysis, which is given in Appendix II, th a t g raf kT
f o J _ g («2 -« 2)^W « + r ) -w f }^w 2( s )^d 2, (-7 )
where n2(r) and $6(r) depend only on the distance r between the two molecules. This is the generalization for an arbitrary potential of an equation obtained by Kirkwood & Boggs (1942) , to which it reduces in the case of 'rigid spherical molecules'. I t is capable of giving solutions which agree well with the experimental data obtained from the study of X-ray scattering by monatomic liquids.
Once n2(r) has been determined, all the equilibrium properties of the assembly follow, for, the internal energy E is given by* E = l( S ftrs) + m S 5( r)2 i = ^ lr,s=l r=l j Jo and the free energy A by _a_M \ _ _ e d T \T ) ~~( 5-9)
together with a suitable limiting condition, such as th at provided by the third law of thermodynamics. I t is well known that all equilibrium properties can be derived from A, when expressed as a function of nx and the temperature T.
. T h e d y n a m ic a l e q u a t io n s
I t has been seen how it is possible to obtain the equilibrium solution of the equations '0/Jrs) 0^rs> 9/2 (rs)
with the aid of (4-6). I t will be noticed that an additional term has been introduced into these equations to meet with the possibility of an external force F(r) which is a function of the position x(r).
To obtain the most general solution which does not differ greatly from the equili brium solution, we replace f lr) by f¥>(l+u¥>), f t } by f p \ l + <•>), (6-3) so th at / | r) and/^rs) now refer to the equilibrium solution, and neglect terms quadratic in the u{r) and u!fs). This procedure gives 8x(r) Equations (6-4) and (6-5) constitute a pair of simultaneous linear integrodifferential equations for the determination of x (r)and u£ra). Once solved with the appropriate boundary conditions, the dynamical properties of the assembly may be investigated in the usual way.
A p p e n d i x I
We shall prove here th at when h -1, our equation (4-5 equation, in the case when only binary encounters need be considered. First it is necessary to obtain an expression fo r/2(£,x(1),x (2), | (1), £ (2)).
Examine the orbits of two molecules which at time t have positions x (1), x(2), and velocities ^(1), £J2\ and consider motion relative to the mass-centre of the two mole cules, which must be in one plane. Let A(1), A(2) be their velocities before the encounter, and p(1), (X (2) their velocities after the encounter. Write r = x(2) -x(1), p = E(2) -£(1), and denote by k the vector joining the intersections of the initial and final asymptotes to the orbits of the two molecules. Now, as the molecules move along their respective orbits, the configurational probability f.i(t,x(1),x (2\Q 1\Q 2))dxmdx&HQ1)d'Q2) must remain unchanged; also 'volume' in phase space, dx(1)dx( 2 ) d^(1) Hence = / 1(A(1>)/1(X(2>), The ambiguity in sign is due to the fact th at § a(1), p.(2) also satisfy the equations (7-2). Hence from (7-3), when k is fixed, (rA )(X <^X <1,) . & » = (p y (x«»-xa»).
(7-4) I t is now possible to evaluate the right-hand side of (4-5), which, with 1, becomes
Along a trajectory, where k is constant, the integrand reduces to because of (7-4') and the relations ^ X' :i) -(X(2) -X'1'), which follow immediately from (7*2). The integration over x(2) is now performed by integrating first along a trajectory, and then over all values of b = k x I t is easily seen th at the entire available space is covered just once in this way. The result is (7-6) in complete agreement with Boltzmann's well-known formula. We define n2(r) and <j){r) for negative r by the equations n2(r) = n2( -r) and (j)(r) = 0( -r); it is then found that it is possible to integrate the right-hand side of (8-3) by parts, giving log n2(r)+ = ^J0 j
^-t r fŵ
here the constant of integration a is fixed by as r^o o . Thus l o g w f = ^j0 f (s2-t 2)t n 2dtn2{s)< !^d s + a, and, by subtraction from (8-4), (5-7) follows. 
